


LINEA CLASSIC S LINEA CLASSIC S 



the linea classic has helped to forge the world of coffee over the last 3 decades. 

with improvements based on 30 years of feedback, the new linea classic s is now future 

proofed to deliver unparalleled performance, durability and great coffee for a new 

generation. 

50 WORD PITCH

25 WORD PITCH

the linea classic s improves upon a proven platform while staying true to it’s roots. 
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SUPPORT PILLARS CUSTOMER BENEFIT

RELIABILITY + 
SERVICEABILITY
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+ USEABILITY

MACHINE 
DESIGN

the linea classic s improves upon an already proven product by 

integrating technology that has evolved in the 30 years since its 

release. 

the linea classic s introduces features to make baristas’ lives easier, 

while providing reliable performance without fuss.

while staying true to its original form, the linea classic s is a 

stainless steel work of art that can be customised to accent any 

environment in which it is placed.



RELIABILITY + RELIABILITY + 

SERVICEABILITYSERVICEABILITY

BUTTONS
the buttons have been updated to have better tactile feedback and a one-million-cycle 

rating. 

CONTEMPORARY ELECTRONICS 
the electronics have been updated for increased longevity and simplicity. limted 

lifespan electromechanical controls have been replaced by solid state electronics.

1/2 TURN STEAM VALVE
steam valve fully opens in 1/2 turn, requiring less movement for the barista to steam 

milk. 

IMPROVED VACCUM BREAKER
the vaccum breaker has been improved using a shape memory alloy that drastically 

extends its life. 

WATER SENSOR
incoming water passes through a sensor which measures both the conductivity and 

hardness of the water. this allows the coffee bar to ensure the machine will always 

perform at its best. 



PERFORMANCE PERFORMANCE 

+ USEABILITY+ USEABILITY

TEMPERATURE CONTROL
the temperature control has been updated using dual pid technology to be even more 

reliable and accurate. 

VOLUMETRICS (AV ONLY)
the linea classic s features optional volumetrics, allowing for precision control of your 

beverages. 

PRO-APP COMPATIBLE
the pro-app offers the barista a range of controls over the machine. the pro-app will 

also allow for future improvements to be added to the machine without new hardware 

being needed.

AUTO-STEAM (OPTIONAL)
automatic steaming can be added to the machine for environments where great quality 

steamed milk is required with minimal effort. 



DESIGNDESIGN CLASSIC DESIGN

BARISTA LIGHTS (OPTIONAL)
barista lighting has been added as an option, ensuring that no detail is missed 

when preparing a beverage.

PERSONALISATION
the design has been considered from the ground up with customisation in mind, so that 

it can be altered to accent any environment. 

SHOT TIMER
a shot timer is now standard. at a glance, the barista can confidently make the 
adjustments needed to ensure that every espresso is perfect. 

HIGH CUP RAIL (OPTIONAL)
allows users to stack multiple layers of cups. 

the new classic has been updated with an angular design that stays true to its roots 

and blends into any setting. 



DESIGNDESIGN



CLASSIC RELIABILITY AND DESIGN... JUST BETTERCLASSIC RELIABILITY AND DESIGN... JUST BETTER


